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If “A” finishes 
steam mopping 

before “B” finishes 
carpets, “A” should 
begin spray mop-
ping until “B” can 

take over. 

Job Module:

of MoppingMopping1
Mopping

Spray & Steam Mopping

A  B

The

WHO?
Cleanologist

WHEN?
After finishing 

vacuuming carpets.

WHERE?
all floors except 

kitchen and 
laundry room.

WHY?
to exceed customers’ 

expectations

WHY?
to exceed customers’ 

expectations

WHERE?
kitchen and 

laundry room

WHEN?
after completing 

pre-vacuuming floors

WHAT?

Steam Mopping
WHAT?

Spray Mopping

WHO?
Cleanologist
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Cleaning solution 
sprays onto floors as 

needed.

Mop pads are 
attached with 

velcro for easy 



The Steam & Spray Mop
One mop both steams and sprays. Steam mop tiles 
and stone floors. Spray mop wood and laminant 
floors (do not steam).

Solution bottle fits
into pocket.

Use only when spray 
mopping, not steam 

mopping.

Trigger on handle 
shoots cleaning 

solution when spray 
mopping.

1. Spray floor cleaner snaps 
into front of mop.

2. Pitcher for pouring water 
into mop is carried in kitchen 
cart).

3. Microfiber mop pads are 
carried in kitchen cart. Check 
frequently and change when 
dirty.

Here are 3 steam 
settings. Always use 
SCRUB for tile and 

stone floors.
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STEPS
1 GET MOPS from mop box. It is a 

teamwork courtesy when getting a mop 
to get both mops to save time for your 
team members. 

2 FILL STEAM MOP by pouring water 
into reservoir using the small pitcher 
carried in the kitchen card. Fill just to 
full line!

3 START ON THE FLOORS FAR-
THEST from where you will finish, and 
work your way there, which is the door 
where the team leaves.

When SPRAY MOPPING, only 
pump spray cleaner occasionally 
just to keep the mop pad damp. 
Do not saturate pad by pumping 
continuously or even frequently. 
Only pump as really needed.

4 RESET CHAIRS AND RUGS in each 
room after mopping.

5  CHECK PADS FREQUENTLY and 
change when dirty. 

6 WHEN FINISHED, REPLACE 
DIRTY MOP PAD with a clean one 
before returning mop to mop box. All 
dirty pads are placed in microfiber rag 
bag (green).

Mopping Steps
Both Steam & Spray

Yes, Steam 

Mop Those

Mats

•	 Before mopping the kitch-
en	floor	move	rubber	floor	
mats	to	a	place	on	the	floor	
where	you	will	finish	mop-
ping.

•	 When you get to that place, 
steam mop the mats. By 
this	time	the	floor	where	
they belong should be dry, 
and you can put them back 
where they belong.
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Mopping MethodologySpray Mop2
Have	a	strategy.

Just as you do with 
vacuuming, start at 
the farthest place 
in the house. Do the 
same in each room 
working your way to 
the door so you don’t 
mop yourself into a 

Don’t	give	up	on	stubborn	debris.
If dried food or other debris won’t mop away, 
go back over in different directions if neces-

corner where you’ll have to leave footprints 
on a wet floor. Also mop in sections (perhaps 
group of tiles). Approve your work for each 
section before moving on to a new section.

Focus	on	the	floor.
As with other cleaning, mopping requires close 
observation, especially since what you are 
cleaning is several feet away from your eyes. 
Please stay focused on the floor angle viewing 
to see that no smears or streaks are left, and that 
dirt and stubborn marks disappear. 

Apply pressure.
A mop shouldn’t just be pushed; it should be 
pushed down with the pressure required to re-
move dirt and grunge.

sary. If needed, apply pressure on the mop 
pad with your foot. If it still won’t come up, 
you may need the putty knife or a scouring 
pad.

Mopping Up Without Getting Down

Do	you	move	things	or	not?
Sometimes you may want to move small fur-
nishings to mop underneath. You make the 
decision depending upon 
the need. It is not necessary 
if the floor is clean. If the 
team member who pre-vac-
uumed left a piece of fur-
niture pulled out for mop-
ping, be sure you put it back 
where it belongs.

Stopping Streaking
•	 Replace mop pads frequently.
•	 Mop	sealed	wood	floor	or	wood	

laminate with the grain. 
•	 Do not let mop pad to get too wet.

Change mop pads as needed.
A floor get clean only as the mop pad is al-
lowed to pick up dirt. The more a mop pad 
gets dirty, the less dirt it will carry. Change 
the mop pad as necessary to get a clean floor. 
Mop pads are microfiber and are placed in the 
green rag bag. 
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After mopping or vacuuming, chairs should be placed under tables with symmetry 
or visual balance just as shown in the Dust & Clean with placemats.

Oops, above chairs 
left out and askew. 
No White Glove ta-
ble manners here.

Goal: Visual Balance

Each chair 
same dis-
tance from 
table on all 

sides. 

Each chair 
is  directly 
opposite 
another. 

  

  

 
 

WHEN MOVING 
CHAIRS 

pick up rather 
than slide them  
on	wet	floors	
or	vacuumed	

carpets	to	prevent	
leaving	streaks.

Create Visual Balance as you put chairs back after mopping.

Mini
Replacing Table Chairs
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Next Module For “A” Cleanologist  
2-Person Team: 
Post Vacuuming

3-Person Team: 
Check with Team Leader


